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1)1) NetNetwork:work: Symantec's network protection technology analyzes incoming data and blocks threats while they travel through

the network before hitting endpoints. Rules-based firewall and browser protection are also included to protect against web-

based attacks.

2)2) File:File: Signature-based antivirus looks for and eradicates malware on a system to protect against viruses, worms, Trojans,

spyware, bots, adware, and rootkits.

3)3) Reputation:Reputation: Symantec's unique Insight™ correlates tens of billions of linkages between users, files and websites to detect

rapidly mutating threats. By analyzing key file attributes, Insight™ can accurately identify whether a file is good or bad and

assign a reputation score to each file, effectively protecting against targeted attacks while reducing scan overhead by up to

70%.

4)4) BehaBehavior:vior: SONAR™ leverages artificial intelligence to provide zero-day protection. It effectively stops new and unknown

threats my monitoring nearly 1,400 file behaviors while they execute in real-time to determine file risk.

5)5) USB Storage Devices:USB Storage Devices: Blocks infections from USB storage devices helping to prevent data theft.

Running your business in a smarter and more secure way

Running a business and keeping customers happy is hard enough without also having to worry about online threats. But

viruses, malware and other threats remain a reality, and they're becoming more numerous and sophisticated every year. In

fact, cyber criminals are targeting small businesses to gain access to larger organizations.

Online protection for your business should be powerful and easy to use without requiring special hardware or technical

expertise. It should also protect your laptops, desktops, and servers, without slowing them down or impacting end user

productivity.

Five Layers of Protection in One

Symantec Endpoint Protection provides fivefive lalayers of proyers of protectiontection in one high performance agent managed through a 

single console.
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How can you be certain your email is protected from virus? 

Every day, organizations face potential communication, operational and 

intellectual property disruption from email-borne threats, such as viruses, 

trojans, spyware, and phishing. Without effective defenses, these disruptions 

can create significant costs and losses.

Email threats have evolved, going beyond viruses and spam alone. Virus, spam 

and spyware writers are now taking advantage of each other’s methods. 

Some attacks are so targeted that they never appear on the antivirus industry 

radar and are not properly identified or stopped by standard signature-based 

antivirus scanners.

The Symantec cloud service provides protection for your business from email-

borne threats and offers a 100% service level agreement for protection 

from known and unknown viruses. Because it is a cloud-based service, 

updates are continuous and automatic, there’s no software to manage, and 

costs are predictable.

Our architecture combines multiple third party scanning engines with 

proprietary Skeptic™ technologies for superior protection. 

How the Service Works

Clients point their Mail

Exchange (MX) records to

Symantec.cloud

Inbound and outbound email

is directed via Symantec.cloud,

where it is scanned

Symantec.cloud innovative

perimeter defenses detect and

reject spam originating from

known sources

Email containing a virus is

blocked and quarantined for

30 days, and the recipient is

notified

‘Link following’ checks all Web

pages referenced within an

email for viruses and other

threats; email is blocked if

malware is found on those

websites

If a suspicious link is confirmed

as viral, a signature is created

and further emails containing

that link are treated as being

infected with a virus; any email

containing a confirmed viral

link is quarantined.

Service Level Agreements

AntiVirus Protection - 100%

Service Level Agreement

protecting against known and

unknown viruses

Virus False Positives - 0.0001%

false positive capture rate

Delivery - 100% email delivery

guarantee

Latency - Average roundtrip

time of email delivery occurs in

less than 60 seconds

Service Availability - 100%

uptime

Firewall

Third Party

AntiSpamAntiVirus

Inbound/Outbound Inbound/Outbound

Users

Email Server

It supports Microsoft Office 365, Google Apps, on premises or hosted Microsoft Exchange, 

and other mailbox services, delivering always-on, inbound and outbound messaging 

security. Email Security helps protect organizations from email-borne viruses, malware,

spam, phishing, targeted attacks, and bulk email, all while removing the complexities of on-

site technology.

Next Steps
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Features and Benefits

• Detect complex and stealthy advanced attacks with the Symantec Cynic cloud-based

sandboxing and payload detonation service

• Receive detailed reports on highly targeted email attacks against the organization

• Symantec Intelligence supporting malware, URL, spam, phishing, and

targeted attack protection

• URL link following

• Bulk mail control for solicited messages (for example, newsletters)

• End user email notifications for quarantine management

Spam Capture Rate - 99%

capture rate (95% for emails

containing Asian characters)

Spam False Positives -
0.0003% false positive capture
rate


